Beyond
expectations
If you’re going to carpe diem*,
you may as well do it in style

Words Gordie Woollacott Photos Andy Saunders
*seize the day, for anyone who has not seen Dead Poets Society

“built to showcase the [Ecowagon]
brand at the 2019 NEC Motorhome
and Caravan Show”
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“It was so much more
comfortable to drive
than I had expected”

A

s far as Christmas presents go, a
top-of-the-range Expo+ conversion
from Ecowagon on a brand new T6
Highline would be stretching even
the most optimistic of letters to
Santa, and yet here we are.
It’s not for us to judge how much of a good
girl Louise Rockett-Bennetts has been, but if
there were such a thing as a good girl gauge, it’s
safe to say the scale on it has been smashed to
oblivion in this instance.
I have a beautiful memory from my childhood
of walking into a toy sailboat shop with my dad
in Gorleston, Norfolk during a family holiday.
We were checking out all the little sailboats on
the lower shelf and my dad would periodically
pick one up and ask if I liked it. When my dad

This must be the
first time ever we’ve
shot an air-equipped
Camper at its ‘sensible’
ride height setting!
Electrically-operated
Reimo roof is the
closest you’ll get to
a factory Cali’ roof
What this Van lacks in
exterior modifications,
it makes up for in
Highline factory options
and aftermarket tech
called the shop assistant over and asked for
some help, I will never forget the moment
when, instead of reaching down to the lower
shelves, he pointed up high to a shiny red
yacht with twin sails and a gorgeous sun
motif painted on the deck.
I’m telling you this because I’m trying
to get us inside Louise’s mind at the exact
moment she realised this Campervan was
going to be hers.

Opportunity knocks

Twin swivel seats and full leather jacket
make this a most executive of mobile offices
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Louise: “I’ve always wanted a Campervan for
as long as I can remember. I’m 56 now and
the opportunity has just never arisen before.”
Enter stage left, Mr. Kevin Bennetts.
“I married my new husband, Kevin, in
November and earlier in the year we had
been looking around at Campers as a treat,”
she continues.
This stage of research led them to the
doors of Ecowagon in Redruth, not a million
miles from the couple’s Cornish home.
Ecowagon is an independent converter run
by Kenny Green and his business partner,
John Smith, that specialises in Volkswagens.
“When we first met John he suggested
that, as we had no previous experience of
Campervans, we might like to take their

“I really love the
idea of being able to
camp if we wanted
to, but it wasn’t
the sole reason we
were considering
buying a Van”

18in Calibre alloys wear 255/45 tyres all round

demo Van for a test drive. It seemed like the
best thing to do,” remembers Louise.
Before taking the test drive, Louise had
envisaged they would probably end up with
something with a fairly basic kitchen set up,
and she wasn’t fussed about a pop-top.
“I really love the idea of being able to
camp if we wanted to, but it wasn’t the sole
reason we were considering buying a Van. So
to have something too elaborate wasn’t really
on the cards at the time.”
Enter stage right, the latest Expo+ demo
Van from Ecowagon.
As you’ve probably gathered, the test drive
went somewhat better than expected.

Expo+ is Ecowagon’s most prestigious conversion
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“this conversion
can go off grid in
an electromagnetic
heartbeat”
“It was the week after Christmas,” Louise
recalls. “It was so much more comfortable to
drive than I had expected. The interior design
was absolutely beautiful and all the additional
accessories like the Bluetooth lighting and
wireless charging pods were things I’d never
even considered possible in a Camper.”
It’s true. Some things a dyed-in-thewool VW nerd might come to expect
from a Camper conversion are really way
outside the box for others. How about the
electrically-operated Reimo roof, or the selflevelling, VW-approved VB air suspension?
Who’d have thought any of that would even
exist when the T4 was the latest thing?
This Van has got tricks coming out of its
door mirrors, which are also power assisted
by the way, and has the looks to match.
Upon returning to Ecowagon HQ, it was
time to focus on the task at hand. Louise
now really wanted a Camper, and she really
liked all the bells and whistles she now knew
were available!
“The one thing we didn’t realise was how
long we might have to wait to get our hands
on one. Ecowagon is clearly very popular!
“To get anything like the one we’d just
driven, we were told we’d potentially have
to wait until the end of the summer, which
seemed to defeat the purpose a little.”

Sailboat moment
Just about now is when Louise had her own
little red sailboat moment. “Why don’t we just
buy this one?” asks Kevin. And there it is!
Now, just take stock for a moment at
what you are looking at here. Ecowagon is
one of the premier VW Van converters in the

Although the colour scheme reminds us a bit
of 1950’s Hygena kitchens, there’s no denying the
quality of fit, finish and equipment here. And we just
love the waterfall edge on the work surface
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Take some time to study the pictures here and
you’ll soon understand why Ecowagon won Best
VW Campervan in the What Motorhome of the Year
contest in 2016. The company describes Expo+ as
a “state-of-the-art conversion featuring pioneering
technology and a contemporary, sleek finish.”
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Even the ‘plant room’ in a cupboard is neat and tidy

LED headlights and DRLs? Check
country. This demo ’Wagen had been built
to showcase the brand at the 2019 NEC
Motorhome and Caravan Show. As such, it
was fully loaded with everything Kenny and
John could throw at it.
From its already rather special T6 Highline
base, with the usual refinements direct from
Volkswagen, for starters they added VW’s
own California bed, adapted for UK use.
In addition to the striking curved design on
the Expo+ units, you’ll also find some further
high-end options such as a lithium battery
with 240V inverter and a 160W solar panel,
meaning this conversion can go off grid in an
electromagnetic heartbeat.

Fold-down headrests? Check

“This Van has got tricks coming out
of its door mirrors”
really loves getting out and about in it with
her friends.
“Sadly, we haven’t had the opportunity
to camp in it just yet as we are still going

through the coronavirus pandemic just now,
but I’m sure as soon as we get the chance
we’ll be arranging a trip away in it. Either
way, we really cannot wait.” t

Go ﬁgure
Naturally, this sort of equipment level doesn’t
come cheap. The Expo+ conversion starts at
£34,995. With all the options, this particular
one topped out at close to £90,000, which
is enough to cause a sharp intake of breath
from anyone.
Having been used for a few exhibitions and
a trip or two back up to Kenny’s hometown
in Scotland, the negotiations ended up at
a figure a little lower than that, but still a
significant sum for the week after Christmas.
Just how good was Louise that year?
Louise: “I was as shocked as anyone when
Kevin said let’s buy it, but I am absolutely
thrilled to bits with it. My daughter Matilda,
who’s 11, thinks it’s the best thing ever and
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Here’s Louise and her daughter, Matilda, two extremely happy Campers
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